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TAKE ON THE MISSION OF QUESTER ZORA ON THE SLAVE ISLAND OF THE EUROPEAN WITCHCRAFT. Swim in the dangerous seas, collect treasures, and appease the hideous creatures. A new fantasy action RPG based on the Elden Ring Full Crack concept of 'a myth, a drama, and a multitude of users. MEMORABLE STORIES In the adventures of Quester
Zora, you will experience famous stories from the history of Elden. OPEN WORLD GAME Explore and enjoy the open world of the Slave Island of the European Witchcraft, which is a composite image of the 15th-16th centuries of England. RISE OF THE MASTERS An age of reign, an age of slavery. A hero who will appear. EVER WANDERING TRIBE A new
fantasy action RPG where you can roam freely with a tribe. LAND AND WATER In the Slave Island of the European Witchcraft, you can freely walk on land or on the water. RISE, TARNISHED! A fantasy action RPG where the party of adventurers relies on their skills and courage to defeat new monsters. A unique character and a unique story EQUIP AND

TRAIN YOUR PARTY Quester Zora can equip his/her party members with weapons, armor, or magic that can be developed and refined according to the user’s level. Assemble your party and become an unstoppable warrior by equipping the correct items at the right time. CHOOSE YOUR PARTY The characters of the game can be fully customized, and each
has his/her own unique skills. Choose your party using the one-of-a-kind characters, and lead the party on a challenge beyond all hardships. UNIQUE GAME SYSTEM A unique and addictive action RPG where the story unfolds as you explore. Try multiple styles and enhance your characters as you play the game. HOLY MOTHER The story of Quester Zora

unfolds in fragments in a variety of different settings, such as the Slave Island of the European Witchcraft and the Great Maze. UNCOVER THE MYSTERY Find your way to the center of the Slave Island of the European Witchcraft, through story branches, and solve the mystery. RISE, TARNISHED! A new fantasy action RPG where a massive number of
monsters appear on the open

Elden Ring Features Key:
Plethora of Classes and Available Skills ○ A wide variety of classes from Guardian to Archer and Rogue ○ Multiple classes can be combined to create your own playing style. ○ Each class has unique skills and abilities. ○ Skills have multiple use and they can be mastered over time and increased upon. ○ Weapon skills available for melee, ranged, and

support classes. ○ Skill channeling can be used to increase your damage. ○ Damage can be increased upon by increasing your critical damage. ○ Magic skills vary according to class. ○ Magic channeling can be used to increase your battle power.
Rival Battles and Tournaments ○ Rival Battles can be tackled in your own story. ○ Each player’s rank will change depending upon his/her performance and skill.

Major and Minor dungeons ○ Tournaments held by NPC guilds force you to access the overwhelming fear of dungeons. ○ The more the dungeons you clear, the higher your reputation. ○ Increasing your combat skill will reflect in the battles you undertake. ○ Each time you enter a dungeon, you will gain rewards for participating in the tournament. ○ The
number of items, buffs, EXP, and money you can obtain during the dungeon will be different.

Decentralized PvP ○ Epic PvP Battles are being held in the PvP chat. ○ Battles based on your level against other players within your guild. ○ PvP chat can be accessed using the chat group feature. ○ Players with a higher PvP rank will have an advantage against others.
The Polymorph Device ○ You can use a kind of magical ring to transform into any monster that you’ve defeated. ○ You can explore vast areas without fear of running into monsters. ○ Monsters that you’ve defeated have special attributes. ○ The amount of experience points or items you can obtain from monsters is increased depending on your level. ○

Monsters equipped with items can be used to obtain better items. ○ You can wear the same monster outfit as another character.

Scroll over the game pages to see some of the screenshots.
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